An induced subgraph S of a graph G is called a derived subgraph of G if S contains no isolated vertices. An edge e of G is said to be residual if e occurs in more than half of the derived subgraphs of G. We prove some theorems which calculate the number of derived subgraphs for some special graphs. We also present a new algorithm SDSA that calculates the number of derived subgraphs for a given graph G and determines the residual and non-residual edges. Finally, we introduce a computational study which supports our results.
INTRODUCTION
A union-closed family of sets A is a finite collection of sets not all empty such that the union of any two members of A is also a member of A . The following Conjecture is due to Peter Frankl [1, 2, 3] . we get an intersection-closed family of sets, which we call the dual family of A. Therefore Conjecture 1 is equivalent to the following.
Conjecture 2.
Let B = { B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B n } be an intersectionclosed family of n distinct sets. Then there exists an element which belongs to at most n / 2 of the sets in B .
An induced subgraph S of a graph G is called a derived subgraph of G if S contains no isolated vertices. An edge e of G is said to be residual if e occurs in more than half of the derived subgraphs of G otherwise e is non-residual. Let D(G) denote the set of derived subgraphs of G and put n d (G) = |D(G)|. A graph-theoretic version of the union-closed sets conjecture due to El-Zahar [4] . He formulated a weaker version of Conjecture 1 specialized for graphs as the following.
Conjecture 3. Every non-empty graph contains a nonresidual edge. Example 1. The derived subgraphs of C 6 are  , C 6 and the subgraphs S 1 , S 2 , … , S 5 together with their cyclic permutations as shown in Figure 1 . In all, we have n d (C 6 ) = 29 ( compare to 64 induced subgraphs of C 6 ). Each edge of C 6 is contained in exactly 12 derived subgraphs and, therefore, is non-residual.
Fig.1: Derived Subgraphs of C 6
Example 2. Consider the graph G 1 of Figure 2 . This graph has n d (G 1 ) = 34. Each of the edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 occur in 18 derived subgraphs so that it is residual. The remaining edges are nonresidual belonging only to 13 derived subgraphs. In this work , our aim is to introduce a computational study for derived subgraphs.
In Section 2, we prove some theorems which calculate the number of derived subgraphs for some special graphs. In Section 3, we present a new algorithm SDSA that calculates the number derived subgraphs for a given graph G and determines the residual and non-residual edges. In Section 4 we give a computational study which supports our results. Finally, we give our conclusions and discuss possible extensions of the algorithm.
THE MAIN RESULTS
In this Section, we prove some theorems which calculate the number of derived subgraphs for some special graphs using the Principle of Mathematical Induction and the Principle of Inclusion-Exclusion.
Theorem 1.
Let P n be the path v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , …, v n . Then the number of derived subgraphs of P n is given by the following relation :
Proof. We prove this theorem by the Principle of Mathematical Induction. The proof will now proceed in two steps : the initial step and the inductive step.
Initial
Step. It is clear that the statement (1) is true for n = 0, 1, 2.
Inductive
Step. Here we must prove that the following assertion: " If there is a positive integer k such that ()
is true. Thus, we assume there is a positive integer k such that
nP is the number of all derived subgraphs of P k so by adding one vertex v k+1 to the relation ( 2 ), we will
■ Theorem 2 . Let C n be a cycle on n  3 vertices. Then the number of derived subgraphs of C n is given by the relation :
On the other hand, let x 2 denote the number of derived subgraphs which contain v 1 . Such a derived subgraph contains a path P i of length ( i -1 ) that contains v 1 and a derived subgraph of path P i of order ( n -i -2 ), where 21 in    . Then for fixed i this number is i
Moreover C n is a derived subgraph of itself, therefore () 
THE SERIAL DERIVED SUBGRAPH ALGORITHM
In this Section, we introduce a serial derived subgraphs algorithm SDSA which calculates the number of derived subgraphs for a given graph G . The algorithm also determines the residual and non-residual edges. The parameters of the algorithm are : 
4-COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The SDSA algorithm can be shown to run in O(n2 n ) time where n is the number of vertices in the given graph G. There are 2 n subsets of V(G). We check every one by calling Algorithm 4 (Check-Subset). The Algorithm 3 ( Get-NextSubset ) requires O(n) time. We need exactly 2 n -1 calls of Algorithm 3 (Get-Next-Subset), each one runs in O(n) time. Then the total running time of SDSA algorithm is O(n2 n ) sequential time.
The algorithm describe in Section 3 has been experimentally implemented. In this Section, the numerical experiments are presented. It must be mentioned that the computational results demonstrates the number of derived subgraphs and its residual edges for some special graphs.
Our numerical experiments were performed on a PC with 2.000 MHz Pentium 4 processor, RAM 512 Mb and windows XP operating system. Our implementation was done under the C environment.
Columns of the following tables contain problems size n and m, number of all derived subgraphs No_DS, number of all non-residual edges No_NRE and the running time CPU Time (secs.). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work we proved some theorems which calculate the number of derived subgraphs for some special graphs. We also presented a new algorithm SDSA that calculates the number of derived subgraphs for a given graph G and determines the residual and non-residual edges. Finally, we introduced a computational study which supports our results. Our algorithm SDSA has O(n2 n ) sequential time so there is room for its further improvement as an sequential or parallel algorithm. These possible improvements will be the subject of our future work.
